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Abstract 
Any generalized homology theory induces a generalized plus construction. We describe the 
effect of these plus-constructions upon fundamental groups. As a special case, we show that the 
generalized plus-construction associated to complex K-theory induces the same map on funda- 
mental groups as Quillen’s plus-construction with respect to the perfect radical. To do this, we 
identify Quillen’s plus-construction with the Bousfield nullification of a space with respect to 
the wedge of all countable H*(-; Z)-acyclic spaces. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
AMS Class$cation: Primary 55P60; Secondary 19D06, 55N20 
0. Introduction 
Let H*( -; Z) = HZ*( -) be ordinary homology theory with integer coefficients. Let 
C be an infinite wedge of countable HZ-acyclic spaces containing one from each 
homotopy types. The space C is called the universal HZ-acyclic space. It is stated 
without proof by Dror Farjoun and Smith in [lo] that the Bousfield nullification functor 
with respect to C is Quillen’s plus-construction. More precisely, it is Quillen’s plus- 
construction with respect to the maximal perfect normal subgroup (the perfect radical) 
of the fundamental group (see Section 2 below). 
There is another way to look at the space C above. From [3], the homological 
localization functor LH~ with respect to Hh*( -) is actually an f-localization func- 
tor in the sense of Dror Fajoun. That is, LHZ = LIZ for some map f”. Indeed, fz 
is the wedge of maps fa’s where {fa: A, +B,} is a set of representatives of all 
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HZ-equivalence (i.e. H*(f,; Z) is an isomorphism) with A, and B, countable. Then, 
C is the cofiber of the map 5 
In general, for a generalized homology theory E*(-) represented by a spectrum 
E, the homological localization fun&or L ,s with respect to E*(-) is likewise an 
f-localization fun&or Lf~ for some map J”. If we take CE to be the cofiber of 
f”, then the Bousfield nullification fun&or P C~ with respect to CE is called the gen- 
eralized plus-construction with respect to E*(-). The fimctor Pc~ is the one we are 
going to study in the paper. 
In this paper, we compute the induced maps on fundamental groups of generalized 
plus-constructions. All the induced maps we are able to compute are ‘ordinary’ in the 
sense that they are the same as the induced maps on fundamental groups of the plus- 
constructions with respect to ordinary homology theories with coefficients Z[J-‘1 or 
@,,,Z/p, where J is a set of primes. 
Since the generalized plus-construction is an approximation of the corresponding 
homological localization, the knowledge of plus-constructions should help us to under- 
stand homological localizations better. One result in this paper along this direction is 
that the perfect radical of the fundamental group of each complex K-theory local space 
is trivial. 
In [7], Casacuberta and Rodriguez introduced a notion called xl-compatibility for f- 
localization functors. Using their terminology, a part of our results can be summarized 
by saying: for every generalized homology theory E*(-), suppose either (1) E*(-) 
is torsion free and d(E) > 1 or (2) E*(-) is torsion, then POE is nl-compatible. The 
integer d(E) is defined by Bousfield in [4]. For the definition of d(E), see Section 5. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we justify the statement 
that Quillen’s plus-construction with respect to the maximal perfect normal subgroup 
of the fundamental group is the Bousfield nullification fun&or with respect to C. In 
Section 3, we investigate the situation if we use homology theory with coefficients R 
instead of Z, where R= H[J-‘1 or epEJ Z/p (J is a set of primes). In Section 4, 
we briefly study the generalized plus-constructions for connective homology theories. 
In Section 5, we compute the induced maps on fundamental groups of some gener- 
alized plus-constructions for non-connective homology theories. Finally, in Section 6, 
we discuss ret -compatibility of generalized plus-constructions. 
1. Preliminaries and notations 
In this paper, all spaces are assumed to be pointed and connected, and all maps and 
homotopies are assumed to be base-point preserving. The space of all pointed maps 
from X to Y is denoted by map,(X, Y). 
Let us recall the definition of an f-localization fun&or Lf and an A-nullification 
fun&or PA. Fix a map f : A + B between spaces. A space T is called f-local if the 
map 
map*(f, T) : map+@, T) -+ map&, T) 
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is a weak equivalence. And a map g : C + D is called an Lf-equivalence if the map 
map&, T) : map@, T) + map*(C, T) is a weak equivalence for every f-local space 
T. For a space Y, the f-localization of Y is a pair (L/Y, TV) where LfY is f-local 
and y : Y + LfY is an Lf-equivalence. If the map f is A -+ *, we call f-local spaces 
A-null and Lf-equivalence maps PA-equivalence. We write PA for Lf and call (PAY,~) 
the A-nulZi$cation of Y. We often just say L/Y (resp., PAY) the f-localization (resp., 
A-nullification) of Y. 
For any space A, a space X is called A-acyclic if PAX 2~ *. Note that the following 
statements are equivalent for every pair of spaces A and B (cf. [5,9.1]): 
(1) PAB N *. 
(2) PA = PAPB = PBPA. 
(3) Every B-acyclic space is A-acyclic. 
Hence, if PAB N * N PBA, then PA = PB. For every connected space A, the induced map 
Z,(V) : TC$ + ZIPAX is always surjective for each space X. And if A is not connected, 
PA is trivial by [5, Example 2.31. 
We define the generalized plus-construction with respect to a generalized homology 
theory E*(-) as follows. We know from [3] that Bousfield homological localization 
fimctor LE is an f-localization functor Lf” where fE is the wedge of a set of repre- 
sentatives of all E-equivalences fa : A, + B, (i.e. E*(fa) is an isomorphism) in which 
the cardinalities of A, and B, are less than or equal to that of mE. An f’-local space 
is also called E-local and LfE-equivalence is also called E-equivalence. If we take CE 
to be the cofiber of f E, then the nullification finrctor POE is called the generalized 
plus-construction with respect to E*(-), and is written as 9~. 
The plus-construction 6% is a close approximation to the corresponding homological 
localization LE in the sense that LE = LE~‘E = ~,LE, and 9. and LE have the same 
set of acyclic spaces. More precisely, the following three statements are equivalent for 
any space X: 
(1) PEX 2! *. 
(2) E*(X)=0 (i.e. X is E-acyclic). 
(3) L,X N *. 
Also note that the plus-construction q :X + S?EX is an E-equivalence by the ele- 
mentary construction given by Bousfield in [5]. To avoid talking about trivial plus- 
constructions. we have: 
Lemma 1.1. If k*(-) is nontrivial, then CE is connected. 
Proof. Suppose that CE is not connected. Then 9, is a trivial functor. But this means 
that all spaces are E-acyclic, or E*(-) is trivial, a contradiction. 0 
From now on, we always assume that CE is connected. Therefore, for every group 
G, the space map*(CE, K(G, 1)) is discrete and 
map,(CE,K(G, 1)) 1: Hom(rciCE,G). 
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We always denote the nullification fimctor with respect to A by u :X + PAX for each 
space X. The generalized plus-construction with respect to &(-) (resp., H*(-; R)) is 
denoted by q :X --t VEX (resp., ye :X --f ~HRX) for every space X. 
2. H*( --; Z) homology 
Quillen’s plus-construction of a space X with respect to the maximal perfect normal 
subgroup (the perfect radical) of 7ciX will be denoted by X+. For simplicity, in this 
section, we say ‘acyclic’ for ‘HZ-acyclic’ and we write PC for ~HZ, where C is 
an infinite wedge of countable H*(-; h)-acyclics spaces containing one from each 
homotopy type. 
The main objective of this section is to prove that Quillen’s plus-construction with 
respect to the perfect radical of the fundamental group is the Bousfield nullification 
fimctor PC, Even though this result is well-known, we could not find a proof in printed 
form. We provide a proof of this fact and the method used in the proof of Lemma 2.1 
will be used again in Section 3. 
Recall [14] that Quillen’s plus-construction has the following universal property. 
For any space X, the Quillen’s plus-construction X--+X+ is initial among all maps 
g : X --f Y such that the perfect radical of XIX is sent to the identity in ret Y by 
Al. 
Lemma 2.1. For any space X, if1~1X is perfect, then X’ 21 PcX p LHzX. In particular, 
PcX is simply connected. 
Proof. If ntX is perfect, then LH~X is simply connected by [3]. Since the localization 
map g : PcX -LH~X is an HZ-equivalence, by a Serre spectral sequence argument, 
the fiber of q is HE-acyclic. By Zabrodsky’s lemma (cf. [12]), rl is a PC-equivalence. 
Since LHzX is clearly C-null, q is a weak equivalence. Since ZtX is perfect, any 
map g :X--t Y sending the perfect radical of rriX to the identity in rci Y lifts to the 
universal cover Y (1) of Y. Since Y( 1) is simply connected, it is HZ-local. Then 
the lifting of g factors through r :X + LH~X. This shows that v] :X + LH~X satisfies 
the universal property of X +X+. Consequently, X+ and LH~X (and hence PcX) are 
weakly equivalent. 0 
Recall that for any group G, there exists a unique maximal perfect subgroup (the 
perfect radical) N of G and this subgroup is automatically a normal subgroup. We 
now show: 
Theorem 2.2. For any space X, let N be the perfect radical of x,X, then PcX is the 
Quillen’s plus-construction of X with respect to N. 
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Proof. Let Y be the covering space of X corresponding to the subgroup N. Then X+ 
is defined by the push-out diagram: 
First, Van Kampen Theorem implies that rctX+ E ntX/N. Next, observe that the top 
horizontal map q is a PC-equivalence, and so is the bottom horizontal map. Finally, 
we will show that X+ is C-null. Then, X+ 21 PcX by the universal property of PcX. 
From property l(d) in [ 141 of Quillen’s plus-construction, we know that PC Y --+X+ 
is the universal covering of X+. Hence, we have a fibration 
PCY +x+ -‘Iqa,x+, 1). 
To show Xf is C-null, it suffices to show K(ntX+, 1) is C-null. Since C is connected, 
we know that 
map,(C,K(xtX+, 1)) ? Hom(ntC,7rtX+). 
Since the perfect radical of rctX+ Z’ ntX/N is trivial and ntC is a non-trivial perfect 
group, Hom(nt C, nrX+) is trivial (cf. Lemma 3.1 below). Thus, X+ is C-null and we 
finish the proof of Theorem 2.2. q 
Remarks. 1. From the construction, we only know that X and PcX have isomorphic 
integral homology groups. However, Theorem 2.2 enables us to say more. Namely, X 
and PcX have isomorphic homology groups with twisted coefficients. More precisely, 
for every rctPcX-module L, 
is an isomorphism. 
2. To realize other plus-constructions as Bousfield nullification functors, a necessary 
condition is that X+X+ is an idempotent functor. If X +X+ were an idempotent 
functor, there would have been a canonical (or functorial) way to specify a normal 
perfect subgroup of an arbitrary group and that subgroup would have been ‘maximal’ 
in some sense. However, we do not know whether such a canonical assignment of a 
normal perfect subgroup in an arbitrary group exists or not. 
3. Berrick and Casacuberta have recently done an exhaustive study on the nullifica- 
tion functors with respect to HZ-acyclics in [l]. 
Example 1. Knowing TCIPCX, it is sometime possible to find n,LnzX. Let C, and 
A, be the infinite symmetric and alternating groups, respectively. Since A, is the 
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perfect radical of C,, zlPcK(Z:,, l)=E/2. Since Z/2 is HZ-local (as group [3]), 
nlLHZK(Cm, 1) = H/2. 
Corollary 2.3. (1) Let n > 1. If X is a homology n-sphere, then LH~X z S”. Hence, 
a homology n-sphere is HZ-local if and only ifX N S”. 
(2) For any space X, the perfect radical of 7clL~zX is trivial. 
Proof. (1) Since X is a homology n-sphere, ntX is perfect. By Lemma 2.1, X+ N 
P&Y Y LHzX. But it is well known that X+ N S”. 
(2) Since LH~X = PcLH~X, Z~LHZX equals to the quotient of ~~LHzX by its perfect 
radical by Theorem 2.2. Hence, the perfect radical of ZILHZX is trivial. Cl 
3. H*(-; R) homology 
Let R = Z[J-‘1 or epEJ Z/p where J is a set of primes. Then generalized plus- 
construction with respect to H*( -; R) and Quillen’s plus-construction have some similar 
properties. Let f” be the map representing LHR, i.e. L~R = LHR and let CR be the cofiber 
of f”. Note that CR is HR-acyclic. 
A group G is said to be R-perfect if R @ G/[G, G] = 0. Every group has a unique 
maximal R-perfect subgroup and this subgroup is normal. We denote this subgroup by 
NR and call it the R-perfect radical. 
Example 2. For G = .& the symmetric group on three letters, then it can be checked 
that the Z[J-‘l-perfect (resp., Z/p-perfect) radical NR of G is 
if 2eJ (resp., p#2), 
if 2 +! J, ~EJ (resp., p=2), 
if 2,3 4 J. 
where A3 ” h/3 is the alternating group on three letters. 
Here are some properties of R-perfect groups. 
Lemma 3.1. Let R = E[J-‘1 or &-- Z/p where J is a set of primes. We have 
(1) The homomorphic image of a R-perfect group is R-perfect. 
(2) Let NR be the R-perfect radical of G, then the R-perfect radical of GJNR is 
trivial. 
Proof. We denote the abelianization of a group G by Gab. 
(1) Let p : G + H be a smjective group homomorphism with G R-perfect. We 
need to show that H is R-perfect. First, it is clear that the abelianization of p, 
P ab : Gab + Hab, is smjective. Second, tensor product preserves right exactness. Hence, 
R@P ab : R @ Gab --+ R @ Hab is smjective. 
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(2) Let H < G/NR be a R-perfect subgroup and let p : G -+ G/NR be the projection 
map. Then there is an exact sequence 
From part of the five-term exact sequence in group homology, we have an exact 
sequence: 
N’ --) (P-‘(H))“~ + Hub + 0, 
where N’ is a quotient group of (N R ab Since NR is R-perfect and the natural map ) .
(NR)ab -+N’ is surjective, R @IV’ = 0. Since H is R-perfect and tensor product pre- 
serves right exactness, R C$ (P-‘(H))“~=O. This says that p-‘(H) is R-perfect and 
hence equals to NR. Consequently, H = 1. 0 
The following is our main lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Let R= Z[J-‘1 or epEJ Z/p where J is a set of primes. Suppose the 
spaces A and X satisfy 
(1) 7clA is R-perfect and 
(2) ~~PAX has trivial R-perfect radical. 
Then there is an isomorphism p : ~~PAX --f zlX/NR such that /3 o rc,(q) = pr where 
pr : zlX --) nlX/NR is the projection map. 
Proof. Since x1A is R-perfect, K(G, 1) is A-null if G has trivial R-perfect radical by 
Lemma 3.1. Then, since q is a PA-equivalence, we have the following isomorphism of 
sets: 
Hom(rct(q), G) : Hom(ntPAX, G) --) Hom(rr& G) 
for each group G with trivial R-perfect radical. This says that ret(q) satisfies the uni- 
versal property: for any map g from rctX to a group G with trivial R-perfect radical, g 
factors through ZIPAX. Now the existence of the map fl is clear by taking G = rrtX/NR. 
Since the homomorphic image of a R-perfect group is R-perfect and every R-perfect 
subgroup is contained in the maximal one, the projection map pr : nlX -+ xlXjNR sat- 
isfies the same universal property. Hence, fi is an isomorphism. 0 
For generalized plus-construction with respect to H*( -; R), we can show: 
Proposition 3.3. Let R=H[J-‘1 or @,,J Z/p where J is a set of primes. For any 
space X, there is an isomorphism p : 7~1 ~HRX + nlX/NR such that p o n,(q) = pr where 
pr : x1X+ xlXfNR is the projection map. In particular, if nlX is R-perfect, then 
.??HRX is simply connected, 
Proof. Since CR is HR-acyclic, ntCR is R-perfect. 
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(1) Let R = H[J-‘I. For any space Y, if rci Y is R-perfect, ~HR Y N LHR Y by similar 
arguments as in Lemma 2.1. Hence, PHRY is simply connected. Let p : Y +X be the 
covering space of X corresponding to the R-perfect radical NR. So we have a fibration 
Y 3 X + K(rciX/NR, 1). Since the base space is CR-null by Lemma 3.1, we obtain a 
fibration sequence by [5, Theorem 4.11: 
Since 9’~aY is simply connected, ~c~~HRX g rciX/NR and, thus, ~c~~HRX has trivial 
R-perfect radical by Lemma 3.1. Now, Lemma 3.2 applied to A = CR finishes the proof 
of case (1). 
(2) Let R=@,,,, Z/p. For any space Y, if rctY is R-perfect, we are going to 
show that ~‘HRY ELHRY EZI~EJ?&J~Y EII~EJLHzI~Y. In particular, .?J’HRY is sim- 
ply connected. Consider the natural map p : LHRY + IlpE~L~z/pY. Observe that each 
space LHHT~Y is HR-local and simply connected. For q EJ, let I4 =II,+,E~L~~,pY. 
Each space LHZ,~Y in Z4 is HZ/p-local and, hence, HZ[l/q]-local. So I4 is HZ[l/q]- 
local. Since Z, is simply connected, H*(Z,; Z) is uniquely q-divisible and, hence, I4 
is HZ/q-acyclic for each q E J. This says that B is an HZ/q-equivalence for each 
q E J and so /I is a weak equivalence. Now, as LHRY and LH~/~Y (p E J) are sim- 
ply connected, similar arguments as in Lemma 2.1 show that rl: .~HRY -+ LHRY and 
rl: 9&lpY + LHZ~~ Y (p E J) are weak equivalences. 
Finally, we use the fibration ~HR Y + .~HRX -+ K(nlX/NR, 1) as in case (1) to finish 
the proof. 0 
Remarks. 1. For any space X, the existence of a functor AR from spaces to spaces 
and a natural transformation @ from AR to the identity such that 
(1) ARX is HR-acyclic and 
(2) rci(@x): xlARX -+ TCIX is onto if Hl(X; R) = 0. 
is equivalent to the conclusion of Proposition 3.3. 
Suppose we have such a fimctor AR and natural transformation @. For any space Y, 
if rci Y is R-perfect, then ~HR Y is simply connected. This can be seen as follows. For 
any element /I of rci Y, let y : S’ + ARY represent an element of nlARY which is sent 
to fi by ni (@y ). The image of y is contained in a finite subcomplex F of ARY. Now 
a result in [3] (cf. the proof of [3, Lemma 11.21) says that we can embed F into a 
countable HR-acyclic subcomplex C, of ARY. Consequently, the induced map on ret of 
the composite map C, + ARY + Y maps y to /I. 
Then, by the elementary construction of ~‘HRY in [5], ~HRY is simply connected. 
In fact, the first step in the construction is the following cofibration: 
V V C”CR--,Y~Y(l) 
n>O gEG(0.n) 
where G(O,n) contains all possible maps from C”CR to Y up to homotopy. From what 
we have proved, for any element of rci Y, there is a countable HR-acyclic space C, 
and a map C, + Y with that element in the image of the induced map on ret. This 
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means 7-ct(V,Vs C”CR) + rcr Y is onto, and hence, Y( 1) is simply connected. The simple 
connectivity of ~HRY is now clear from the construction. 
Finally, using the fibration .?J’HRY + PHI& + K(7c1X/NR, 1) as in the proof of 
Proposition 3.3 to reach the desired conclusion. 
For the converse, let ARX be the fiber of the nullification map q :X ---f ~‘HRX and 
observe that ARX is CR-acyclic (equivalently, HR-acyclic) by [9, Theorem l.H.21 and 
Ht(X; R) = 0 is the same as saying rcrX is R-perfect. 
2. Since a space is HZ (,)-acyclic if and only if it is HQ-acyclic and HZ/p-acyclic, 
gHE/p =pHR,,,yHZJp. Therefore, a group which has trivial z/p-perfect radical must 
has trivial &,-perfect radical. 
Let p : Y +X be the covering space of X corresponding to the R-perfect radical NR 
of rctX. The analog of Theorem 2.2 is 
Theorem 3.4. For any R = Z[J-‘1 or @ pEJH/p and any space X, the following com- 
mutative diagram is a pull-back: 
Moreover, PHR(P) : ~HRY + ??HRX is the universal covering of S)HRX. 
Proof. Suppose we have a space Z with maps m : Z +X and n : Z -+ .?&R Y such that 
qom -Pylon. By Proposition 3.3, &RY is simply connected, SO ~~l(qorn) is
trivial. By Proposition 3.3 again, ret(q) is the projection map up to an isomorphism. 
Hence, ret(m) maps into NR. By the unique lifting property of p : Y +X, we have a 
unique map from Z to Y making suitable diagram commutes. This says that the above 
diagram is a pull-back. 0 
Similar to Corollary 2.3, we know that for any space X and any R = Z[J-‘1 or 
epEJZ/p, the R-perfect radical of TC~LHRX is trivial. 
Corollary 3.5. Let J be a set of primes. For any nilpotent space X, we have: 
(1) If R = Z[J-‘I, then TC,PHRX = R @ z,X for each n 2 2. 
(2) ?fR= CB,,., H/p, then TQS?&RX = IIpEJ(Ext(Zpm, rc2X)@Hom(Bpm, NR)) and 
TC,PHRX = IIpEJ(Ext(Zpm, n,X)@Hom(Zpm, rt,_tX)) for each n 2 3. 
Proof. Consider the fibration Y + X + K(xlX/NR, 1) as before. Since X is nilpotent, 
Y is nilpotent. 
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(1) From the proof of Proposition 3.3, we know that ~HRY -LHRY. By [3], ~,,LHR 
Y g R @ TC,Y for each n 2 2. Since X,X 2 rc,,Y and x,,z?+& g Z,PHRY by 
Theorem 3.4 for n 2 2. We are done in this case. 
(2) From the proof of Proposition 3.3, we know that PHRY N 17pE~L~h,pY. So the 
required results follow from [3] as in case (1). q 
4. Connective homology theories 
By [2, Theorem 1.11, we know that every connective homology theory E*(-) has 
the same acyclic spaces as one of the homology theories H*(--; R) where R is as in 
Section 4. This implies that every E-acyclic is a direct limit of countable E-acyclics. 
Let CE%’ be the wedge of all countable E-acyclics (one copy from each homotopy 
type). Then 
Proposition 4.1. For any connective homology theory E*(-), we have 9’~ = Pc~.< = 
PHR for some R = i?[J-‘1 or @ pEJZfp where J is a set of primes. 
Proof . Since CE7” is E-acyclic, we have q&E’c N *. Since CE is E-acyclic, we know 
that CE = lim& for some countable E-acyclics Xi. Thus, P,E,~C~ =P~E,, 1imX; N 
PcE,~ lim PcEstx, cv PcE,~ lim * 2: *. The second weak equivalence is due to [9, T?;eorem 
+ 
l.D.31. Hence, 9~ = PC;. The second equality is clear. 0 
Hence, generalized plus-constructions with respect to connective homology theories 
are ‘ordinary’. 
5. Non-connective homology theories 
5.1. K-theories 
We show in this subsection that the induced maps on fundamental groups of K-theory 
plus-construction and Quillen’s plus-construction with respect to the perfect radical are 
the same (up to an isomorphism). Similar results also hold for mod p K-theory plus- 
construction. 
Even though the results in this subsection follow from the more general results in 
the following subsections, K-theory plus-construction is our motivating example and 
all computations follow the prototype of that of K-theory plus-construction. We hope 
the presentation of this subsection clarify our idea. 
Lemma 5.1. Let R = Z[J-‘1 or @pEJZ/p w h ere J is a set of primes. For any spaces 
X and A, ly PACT N *, then the R-perfect radical of TC~PAX is trivial. 
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Proof. Since PACT 21 *, PA = .YHRPA. This means that 7clP~X --+ nl&g+P~ X is the iden- 
tity homomorphism. By Proposition 3.3, Z~YHRPA X equals to the quotient of ZIPAX 
by its R-perfect radical. Hence, the R-perfect radical of KIPA X is trivial. 0 
Let 9 :X--f ~KX (q :X + ~KZ/~X) be the (mod p) complex K-theory plus- 
construction of X. Recall that the cofiber of the map representing the homological 
localization functor LE (resp., LHR) is denoted by CE (resp., CR). 
Theorem 5.2. For any space X, we have: 
(1) There is an isomorphism /I: 7clY~X +x1X/N’ such that /?oxl(q)= pr where 
pr: n,X --+ n1XjN” is the projection map. 
(2) There is an isomorphism fi: T-c~~K~/~X -+ nlX/N”IP such that PO xl(q)= pr 
where pr : TC~X -+ TT~X/N’IP is the projection map. 
Proof. (1) By the Atiyah-Hirzebruch Spectral Sequence, every HZ-acyclic space is 
K-acyclic (see also [ll, Corollary 1.51). Thus ~KC~?*. By Lemma 5.1, the perfect 
radical of rci.Y~X is trivial. Since K(H, 1) is K-local and, hence, CK-null for each 
abelian group H, H1(CK; H) = 0. Thus, HI (CK; Z) = 0. This says that rci CK is perfect. 
Now, Lemma 3.2 with A = CK finishes the proof. 
(2) By the Atiyah-Hirzebruch Spectral Sequence, every HZ/p-acyclic space is 
KZ/p-acyclic (see also [ 11, Corollary 1.51). Hence, .?&z,~C”‘J N *. By Lemma 5.1, 
the Z/p-perfect radical of ‘Eli&,& is trivial. Since K(Z/p, 1) is KZ/p-local and 
hence CK”lp-null, rci CK”iJ’ is Z/p-perfect. Then Lemma 3.2 with A = CK”lp finishes 
the proof. 0 
Example 3. Since there are more K-acyclic spaces than HZ-acyclic spaces, K-theory 
plus-construction 9~ is quite different from Quillen’s plus-construction 9~z. For ex- 
ample, K(G,2) is K-acyclic but not HZ-acyclic if G is torsion by [ll, Theorem 2.21. 
Corollary 5.3. For any space X, the perfect radical of T~ILKX is trivial. Moreover, 
the Z/p-perfect radical of z~LK~,P is trivial. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.2( 1 ), z~LKX = ~~~‘KLKX = ~c~&zLKX = the quotient of 
x~LKX by its perfect radical. The case for KZ/p*(-) is similar. 0 
5.2. Torsion theories 
In this subsection, we compute the induced maps on fundamental groups of gener- 
alized plus-construction with respect to torsion homology theories. A homology theory 
E*(-) is torsion if EQe*. 
Recall [4] that for each homology theory E*(-): (1) For each prime p, there is an 
integer n,(E) such that K(Z/p, r) is E-local if r 5 n,(E); and is E-acyclic otherwise, 
and (2) There is a set of primes ME such that n*E are not uniquely p-divisible for 
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each p E pE. Hence, by [4, Proposition 2.21, K(Z/p, 1) is E-local and EZ/p-local for 
each p E pE. 
Example 4. By [l 1, Lemma 1.7 and Theorem 2.21, n,(K) = n,(KZ/p) = 1. In general, 
n,(Eh/p) = q,(E). Clearly, n,(EZ/p) 5 n,(E) and they are the same by [4, Proposi- 
tions 2.2, 7.1 and 7.21. 
Proposition 5.4. For each homology theory E*(-), for each prime p and for each 
space X, we have: 
(1) If n,(E) 2 1, then there is an isomorphism /3 : nl9~~1& -+ TCIX/N”~ such that 
B o zl(q) = pr where pr : rciX -+ rciX/N”IP is the projection map. 
(2) If n,(E)=O, then gEiZl$N *. 
Proof. The proof for case (1) is exactly the same as the proof for Kh/p*(-). For 
case (2), EiZ/p = * by [4, 4.11. Hence, every space X is Eh/p-acyclic. 0 
Remark. Since @(EZ/p”) = p(EZ/p), 9Qzlp” = &zlp by [4, Lemma 3.41. 
Proposition 5.4 handles the case when FE contains only one prime. In general, we 
have: 
Theorem 5.5. Let E*(-) be a torsion homology theory. Then, for each space X, there 
is an isomorphism /?: nlS%X+zlX/NR such that /?ozl(q)=pr where pr: z,X + 
nlX/NR is the projection map and R = ePe &Z/p. 
Proof. Let R = BPE pE E/p. The idea of proof follows that of Theorem 5.2. First, by 
[4, Lemma 3.41, for a torsion homology theory E*(-), a space is E-acyclic if and only 
if it is EZlp-acyclic for each p E pE. By the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence, 
every HZ/p-acyclic space is EZlp-acyclic (see also [ 11, Corollary 1.51). Hence, every 
HR-acyclic is E-acyclic. Thus, 9sCR 2: *. Second, since K(H/p, I) is E-local and in 
particular CE-null for each p E @E, 7~1 CE is R-perfect. Now, Lemma 3.2 with A = CE 
finishes the proof. q 
Similar to Corollary 5.3, we have 
Corollary 5.6. For any space X, if E*(-) is torsion, then z~LEX has trivial 
e9 p E &p-perfect radical. 
5.3. Torsion-free theories 
Finally, we deal with torsion-free theories plus-constructions in this subsection. A 
homology theory E*(-) is torsion free if EQ qz.5 *. 
For any spectrum E, Bousfield defined in [4] a transitional dimension d(E) which 
is the smallest of all integer d,(E), p E @E, where d,(E) = 0;) if K(t,,n + 1) is 
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EE/p-local for each n 2 0, and otherwise d,(E) is the greatest integer n for which 
K(zP,n + 1) is EZ/p-local. Here, f, is the p-adic integer. 
Example 5. For the theory E(m)*(-) with x*E(m) = Zc,)[q,. . . , u,_I, v,, v;l] 
over an odd prime p and m > 1, pE = {p} and d(E)=d,(E) =m by [4, 
Example 8.51. 
Theorem 5.7. Let E*(-) be a torsion-free homology theory. Suppose d(E) 2 1, then 
for each space X, there is an isomorphism /I: nl.9’&+ xlX/NR such that PO rcl(q) 
= pr where pr : X,X + zlX,NR is the projection map and R = i&~), the integer lo- 
calized at pE. 
Proof. Let R=&,E). First, by [4, Lemma 3.31, a space is E-acyclic if and only if it 
is HQ-acyclic and EZ/p-acyclic for each p E @E. Also, a space is HR-acyclic if and 
only if it is HO&acyclic and HZ/p-acyclic for each p E @E. By the Atiyah-Hirzebruch 
spectral sequence, every HR-acyclic is E-acyclic (see also [l 1, Corollary 1.51). Hence, 
P&YR N *. Second, by [4, Theorem 8.21, ret CE is R-perfect if d(E) 2 1. Then, Lemma 
3.2 with A = CE finishes the proof. 0 
Similar to Corollary 5.3, we have: 
Corollary 5.8. For any space X, if E*(-) is torsion free and d(E) 2 1, then TC~LEX 
has trivial ZtaE)-perfect radical. 
So far, the induced maps on fundamental groups of generalized plus-constructions 
that we are able to compute are ‘ordinary’. We are not aware of any ‘non-ordinary’ 
effect on fundamental groups induced by generalized plus-constructions. 
6. rcr -Compatibility 
In the category of groups, suppose given a group homomorphism 4 : G -+ H, there is 
a notion of &localization of groups analog to the f-localization of spaces. The formal 
definition of &localization is obtained from that of f-localization by replacing the 
mapping space map,(-, -) with the set of group homomorphisms Hom(-, -). The 
existence of &localization Lb is guaranteed by [7]. If the group H is trivial, L+ is 
also denoted by PG. We also use the terminology of f-localization for &localization. 
Definition. Suppose given a map f between connected spaces. Then, the f-localization 
functor Lf is said to be rcl-compatible if x,LfX gLL,,cf,nlX for each connected 
space X. 
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Proposition 6.1. For every generalized homology theory E*(-), suppose either 
(1) E*(-) is torsion free and d(E) 2.1, or 
(2) E*(-) is torsion. 
Then, the generalized plus-construction 9“~ is xl-compatible. 
Proof. It is not hard to see that for any map f between spaces, (1) a group D is 
rti(f)-local if and only if K(D, 1) is f-local and (2) rci(q) : nlX + rc115fX is an L,,(f)- 
equivalence for each space X. Hence, to show that 9s is ni-compatible, it is enough 
to show that rci@,+Y is ni(Cs)-null for each connected space X. But this follows from 
Theorems 5.5 and 5.6. 0 
Final Comment. We are not able to determine the higher homotopy groups of gener- 
alized plus-constructions in general. However, it is known [9, 4.B.4.11 that generalized 
plus-construction of an abelian Eilenberg-MacLane space is a product of two abelian 
Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. In this special case, the homotopy groups of generalized 
plus-constructions have been determined explicitly in [ 131. 
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